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Abstract In public health, social distancing is a set of non-

pharmaceutical interventions or measures intended to pre-

vent the spread of a contagious disease, by maintaining a

physical distance between people. During the COVID-19

pandemic, the World Health Organization suggested the

term, ‘physical distancing,’ as opposed to ‘social distanc-

ing’, arguing that it is a physical distance which prevents

transmission; people can remain socially connected via

technology. This paper discusses the concepts of social

distance, social distancing, physical distancing, self-quar-

antine, self-isolation, symptomatic, asymptomatic and

parasymptomatic cases as they relate to COVID-19 and

African perception of pandemic diseases. Although the

idea of social distancing is not novel to the Africans, but a

challenge in its implementation is that historically, social

distancing is rather applied to non-infectious cases like

mental illness, epilepsy, infertility, aging, victims of sexual

violence and the like. The paper utilizes health-related

theories and pertinent empirical findings to explain African

perspective of social distancing and the challenges of

adoption in pandemic situations. The theories on health risk

perception reviewed include the protection motivation

theory, the health belief model, the extended parallel pro-

cess model and the precaution adoption process model.

From consumer psychology background on product adop-

tion, a conceptual model for ‘social distancing’ adoption in

pandemics was advanced. These ancient and novel health-

related theories and models were applied to explain the

erroneous understanding, perception and adoption chal-

lenges of social distancing in Africa, leading to possible

increase in the spread of the coronavirus.

Keywords Social distancing � COVID-19 pandemic �
Adoption � Vulnerability � Africa

Introduction

Social distancing evolved in the Public Health profession,

as a set of non-pharmaceutical interventions or measures

devised to prevent the spread of a contagious disease, like

the coronavirus, by maintaining a physical distance

between people and reducing the number of times people

come into close contact with each other (Johnson et al.,

2020). It includes the avoidance of gathering together in

large groups (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,

CDCP, 2020). During the COVID-19 pandemic, the World

Health Organization (WHO, 18 March, 2020) preferred

physical distancing to social distancing, arguing that it is

physical distance that prevents transmission.

The preference for physical distancing is based on the

idea that people can remain socially connected via tech-

nology, while maintaining physical distancing (Tanger-

mann, 2020). By reducing the possibility of an uninfected

person coming in contact with an infected person, the

disease transmission can be stifled, resulting in fewer

deaths (WHO, 18 March, 2020). To slow down the spread

of infectious COVID-19 diseases, especially in the absence

of pharmaceutical measures, several social distancing

measures used include the closing of schools, workplaces,

churches and mosques. Also introduced were isolation,
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quarantine, restricting the movement of people and the

cancelation of mass gatherings.

Social Distancing and COVID-19 Pandemic

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease

caused by a newly discovered coronavirus, severe acute

respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV-2). This virus com-

monly causes shortness of breath, fever and dry cough

(WHO, 12 March, 2020). The corona virus is reported to

have originated in Wuhan, China, where wild animals,

including bats and snakes, are traded illegally (Guo et al.,

2020). The first case was detected in the area on December

8, 2019 (Wu et al., 2020). In a short pace of time, the virus

spread to many countries and continents, including Africa.

In the African continent, five countries account for over

70% of the total confirmed cases of COVID-19 pandemic.

These are South Africa, Egypt, Nigeria, Ghana and Algeria

(The Guardian, 2020). The disease was imported into the

African continent, with most of the identified imported

cases arriving from Europe and America, rather than from

China where the virus originated (MaClean, 2020). The

first confirmed case in Africa was in Egypt, reported on

February 14, 2020; it involved a Chinese national (Egypt

Today, 2020). The first case in Algeria was confirmed on

February 25, 2020, of an Italian man who arrived on 17

February (Reuters, 2 March, 2020). In sub-Sahara Africa,

the first reported case was in Nigeria, where an Italian

citizen who traveled through the Lagos Airport, first tested

positive for the virus, as announced on February 27, 2020

(Nigeria Centre for Disease Control, NCDC, 2020). In

South Africa, the first confirmed case was announced on

March 5, 2020; a South African who returned from Italy

(CNBC Africa, 2020). Ghana reported its first two cases on

March 12, 2020; these were people who returned back to

the country from Norway and Turkey (Duncang, 2020).

Due to poor healthcare systems in Africa, connoisseurs

are worried about the state of COVID-19 pandemic, with

the fear that it could be difficult to keep under control and

could cause huge economic problems if it spreads widely

(NPR.org, 2020). The problems African nations could

suffer with COVID-19 pandemic are numerous. MaClean

(2020) identified possible shortages in supply of ventila-

tors, soap and water in some parts of the continent.

NPR.org (2020) reports fears that hand washing, physical

distancing and lockdown may not be possible, and the

situation could be worsened by the prevalence of diseases

such as malaria, AIDS, tuberculosis and cholera. Increased

risk of famine is also anticipated (Picheta, 2020). The

WHO has raised an alarm at the spread of COVID-19

pandemic in Africa, stating that South Africa’s surging

numbers could be a precursor for further outbreaks across

the continent (News24, 2020). A recent report holds that

Africa may become the next epicenter of the pandemic

(Mwai, & Giles, 2020).

Consequent upon the success of human behavior in

curtailing previous pandemics, like the Spanish Flu of

1918–1919 and the 2001–2002 Ebola outbreak, WHO

advices the public on social/physical distancing as one of

the preventive measures against this virus. But the chal-

lenge is always with compliance of the people.

Social Distance and Social Distancing

Social distance is a concept used in the social sciences to

express how people accept others that seem socially dif-

ferent from them, and the readiness to socially interact with

them. Crossman (2019) sees social distance as a measure of

social separation between groups, caused by perceived or

real differences between groups of people. In Africa,

common areas where social distance is played include

perceived differences in social class, education, ethnicity,

culture, religion, gender and age, among others. Three key

types of social distance reported in the literature (Bogardus,

1947; Karakayali, 2009) include the normative, affective

and interactive distance. The normative, affective and

interactive components of social distance are, respectively,

similar to the cognitive, affective and behavioral compo-

nents of attitude presented by Ehigie (2005a, 2007).

Social distancing evolved, as measures to stop or slow

down the spread of infectious diseases. It is a set of

methods for reducing frequency and closeness of contact

between people in order to decrease the risk of transmis-

sion of disease (CDCP, 2020). This is analogous to inter-

active social distance earlier presented. In the midst of the

2019–2020 coronavirus pandemic, the CDCP revised the

definition of social distancing to include: ‘remaining out of

congregate settings, avoiding mass gatherings and main-

taining distance (approximately six feet or two meters)

from others when possible.’

From the definition and views of the proponents of

social distancing, the concept looks more like physical

distancing than social distancing. Being physically distant

does not necessarily imply being socially distant, especially

in the age of technology, where video facilities are avail-

able. The key reason for ‘social distancing’ is to reduce the

spread of the virus by physical contact, not necessarily

social contacts. In the period of distancing, social interac-

tions via communication technology are possible.

From the social scientific perspective, what is intended

by ‘social distancing’ is actually ‘physical distancing,’ as

people could be physically distant but not actually socially

distant. In social scientific terms, therefore, social dis-

tancing entails the normative, affective and interactional
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components of social distance identified by Bogardus

(1947) and Karakayali (2009), while physical distancing is

majorly the physical interactional component of social

distance. Hence, public health professionals’ view of social

distancing is different from that of the social or behavioral

scientists’ view. It follows as well that Africans’ opinion of

social distancing might be different from the conventional

view.

Symptomatic, Asymptomatic
and Parasymptomatic COVID-19 Pandemic
Classifications and Physical Distancing

In the management of COVID-19 pandemic, the silent

spreaders of the coronavirus are classified as symptomatic,

asymptomatic and presymptomatic (WHO, 2020). A

symptomatic case is when someone has the common

symptoms associated with the disease or condition. It is

asymptomatic when people carry the active virus in their

body but never develop any symptoms. The presymp-

tomatic case is when the person is infected but the immune

system fights it out that symptoms are never noticed. All

these are normative labels that qualify the victims for

physical distancing. However, with the average African,

these labels that call for distancing are not sufficiently

justifiable for such act. This is because for the asymp-

tomatic and parasymptomatic cases for instance, there are

no obvious symptoms of illness to justify distancing. For

the symptomatic also, the symptoms are very much similar

to the known malaria fever in Africa. These elucidate why

it might be difficult for social distancing to be adopted in

Africa, thereby increasing vulnerability level.

The affective dimension of social distance, though

subtle in the definition of ‘social distancing,’ it is chal-

lenging to implement by Africans, because of their com-

munal way of living. Despite the labels assigned to the

infected persons, and the implications of having physical

contact with them, much feelings of sympathy or empathy

are shown for them. The inherent affective nature of the

African is contradicted by the idea of ‘social distancing’

toward the victims, resulting in increased desire to interact

with persons infected. Even when sufferers died of the

coronavirus, close family members and friends interacted

with the corpses, as expressions of affection toward the

dead, regardless of possibility of contacting the disease.

For those living but infected, there would always be

attempts at concealing the victim’s illness and travel

records, especially to avoid isolation, until when the case

worsens to the point of death, before disclosure. All these

attitudes make the Africans more vulnerable to the disease.

The interactive social distance seems closest to the

social distancing concept advanced by the public health

practitioners, which canvasses for decreased frequency and

intensity in interacting with the infected. This is actually

the dimension of social distance that qualifies for physical

distancing. To a large extent, Africans were able to comply

to this, under stringent measures from the authority of

countries, in the absence of which it would have been

difficult and they would have been more vulnerable to the

disease.

Social Distancing, Self-quarantine and Self-
Isolation

The three critical interventions put in place to limit the

spread of coronavirus were ‘Social distancing,’ ‘self-

quarantine’ and ‘self-isolation.’ These measures are

believed to slow the spread of the virus, and by implication,

slow the rate of infection in a town, community or even the

entire country. ‘Social distancing,’ to some, is encom-

passing and includes self-isolation of the sick, home

quarantine of the exposed individual, contact tracing,

school closures, improvements in the skeletal workforce or

prohibition of mass gathering and movement (Mah-

tani et al., 2020). These measures are believed to be

effective instruments for controlling the spread of infec-

tious diseases (Adolph et al., 2020). Others see social

distancing, self-isolation and self-quarantine as separate,

describing them as three types of possible social alterations

during pandemics (Suppawittaya et al., 2020).

Social distancing (also known as physical distancing) is

applied by placing adequate physical space between peo-

ple. It is intended to minimize interactions between people,

where individuals have tendencies to be infectious but have

not yet been identified (Mack et al., 2007). The CDCP

(2020) recommends for individuals to be apart from one

another for at least 6 feet. This is necessary because the

disease can be transmitted by respiratory droplets (Wilder-

Smith & Freedman, 2020). The WHO (2020) explains that

when someone coughs or sneezes, small liquid droplets are

usually emitted from the nose or mouth which may contain

the virus. If a person is too close to another who has the

coronavirus, with mouth or nose not covered during

coughing or sneezing, there would be increased probability

of spreading the virus. The droplets can also fall on objects

and surfaces where people may touch. But with physical

distancing in place, the contact rate or vulnerability is

reduced, and by inference, the spread of the virus is

reduced.

Self-quarantine is a term used for people who are pre-

sumed to have been exposed to a contagious disease but are

not ill, either because they did not become infected or

because the disease is still in the incubation period which is

approximately 6.4 days, ranging from 2.1 to 11.1 days
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(Backer et al., 2020). In implementing self-quarantine, the

Nigeria Center for Disease Control (NCDC, 2020), for

instance, encouraged people who return from a country

with widespread community transmission of COVID-19 to

stay at home and isolate themselves for 14 days. The WHO

(2020) also advised those who had direct contact with any

infected people, traveled to countries with widespread

ongoing transmission and had symptoms including fever

and coughing after traveling to crowded areas to perform

self-quarantine. Quarantine may be applied at the individ-

ual or group level which normally involves restriction to

their home or a designated facility (Cetron & Landwirth,

2005). Self-quarantine may be applicable to the asymp-

tomatic and the parasymptomatic.

Self-isolation refers to the separation of ill persons with

contagious diseases, from others for the purpose of pro-

tecting non-infected persons. It involves avoiding close

contact with other people as much as possible. For persons

infected, like the symptomatic persons, self-isolation is

best in hospital settings under the care of medical experts.

It is advised for patients to be situated in a private negative

pressure room with airborne-droplet-contact precautions in

order to prevent transmissions via aerosols (Marchand-

Senécal, et al., 2020). For other people who are still not

infected, it requires staying apart from the infected ones for

the prevention of the disease.

Theories on ‘Social Distancing’

Some health-related theories provide credence to explain-

ing how Africans perceive ‘social distancing’ and their

consequent behavior towards the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Health Belief Model (HBM)

The health belief model (HBM) is a social psychological

change model developed in the 1950s (Janz & Becker,

1984) by Rosenstock, Hochbaum, Kegeles and Leventhal

to explain and predict health-related behaviors (Sid-

diqui et al., 2016). The theory was initially developed in

order to understand the failure of people to adopt disease

prevention strategies or screening tests for the early

detection of disease, but later extended to patients’

responses to symptoms and compliance with medical

treatments. The HBM proposes that the likelihood of a

person to adopt health-related behavior is a function of a

person’s belief in the personal threat of an illness or disease

and effectiveness of the recommended health behavior or

action. The HBM explains further that people’s beliefs

about health problems, perceived benefits of action and

barriers to action, self-efficacy and a stimulus, or cue to

action, explain engagement or lack of engagement in

health-promoting behavior (Janz & Becker, 1984; Siddiqui

et al., 2016).

The HBM is founded on two components of health-

related behavior, which are the desire to avoid illness, or

get well if already ill, and the belief that a specific health

action will prevent or cure illness. Nonetheless, all depends

on the person’s perceptions of the benefits and barriers

related to health behavior. To elaborate the HBM model,

six constructs are enunciated:

Perceived susceptibility This is a subjective assessment

of the risk of developing a health problem (Carpenter,

2010; Janz & Becker, 1984). The HBM predicts that

individuals who perceive that they are susceptible or vul-

nerable to a particular health problem will engage in

behaviors to reduce their risk (Rosenstock, 1974). Indi-

viduals with low perceived susceptibility or vulnerability

may deny the existence of the disease or believe that they

would not likely be infected even if it exists (Janz &

Becker, 1984; Rosenstock, 1974). Thus, persons who

believe they are less vulnerable at developing an illness,

like COVID-19 disease, are more likely to engage in

unhealthy or risky behaviors, like neglect of ‘social dis-

tancing,’ whereas those who perceive a high risk or vul-

nerability are more likely to engage in behaviors like

‘social distancing,’ to decrease their risk of getting infec-

ted. Perceived threat of a disease, like COVID-19, is a

combination of perceived severity and perceived suscepti-

bility (Glanz et al., 2008), and the duo is dependent on the

knowledge about the disease (Rosenstock, 1974).

Perceived severity This refers to the subjective assess-

ment of the severity of a disease, like the coronavirus, and

its potential consequences, like death (Glanz et al., 2008).

The HBM proposes that individuals who perceive a disease

as serious are more likely to engage in behaviors, like

‘social distancing,’ to prevent the health problem from

occurring (or reduce its severity). Perceived seriousness

includes beliefs about the disease itself (e.g., whether it is

life-threatening or may cause disability or pain), as well as

broader impacts of the disease on functioning in work and

social roles (Glanz, et al., 2008; Janz & Becker, 1984).

Perceived benefits Health-related behaviors, like ‘social

distancing,’ are influenced by the perceived benefits of

such behaviors (Glanz, et al., 2008). Perceived benefits

refer to an individual’s assessment of the value, or efficacy

of engaging in such behavior to decrease risk of disease

(Janz & Becker, 1984). If an individual believes that ‘social

distancing’ will reduce susceptibility to COVID-19, or

decrease its seriousness, then he or she would likely engage

in the behavior.

Perceived barriers Engaging in health-related behav-

iors, like ‘social distancing,’ is a function of perceived

barriers to taking the action. Perceived barriers refer to an
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individual’s assessment of the obstacles to the behavior

change (Glanz, et al., 2008; Janz & Becker, 1984). Even if

an individual perceives a health condition as threatening

and believes that a particular action will effectively reduce

the threat, barriers may prevent engagement in the health-

promoting behavior. Perceived barriers to taking action

include the perceived inconvenience, expense, danger and

discomfort involved in engaging in the behavior (Rosen-

stock, 1974). For behavior change to occur, the perceived

benefits must outweigh the perceived barriers (Janz &

Becker, 1984). This is where ‘social distancing’ may suffer

some setbacks in Africa, because, while the benefits of

engaging in ‘social distancing’ are not so palpable (just to

prevent the spread of a pandemic), the barriers are enor-

mous, including loss of social activities, revenue, job,

personal relationships, social activities, recreation and the

like.

Modifying variables These are more like intervening

variables to the success of health-related behaviors. The

HBM suggests that modifying variables affect health-re-

lated behaviors indirectly by affecting perceived serious-

ness, susceptibility, benefits and barriers (Glanz, et al.,

2008). Individual characteristics including demographic,

psychosocial and structural variables (Rosenstock, 1974)

could be modifying variables, by affecting a person’s

perception of COVID-19, in areas of perceived seriousness,

susceptibility, benefits and barriers to ‘social distanc-

ing.’Rosenstock (1974) opine that demographic variables

include age, sex, race, ethnicity and education; psychoso-

cial variables include personality, social class, peer and

reference group pressure; structural variables include

knowledge about a given disease and prior contact with the

disease.

Self-efficacy To better explain individual differences in

health-related behaviors, Rosenstock et al. (1988) added

self-efficacy to the four components of the HBM (per-

ceived susceptibility, severity, benefits and barriers). Self-

efficacy refers to an individual’s perception of his or her

competence to successfully perform a behavior, like ‘social

distancing.’ Developers of the model recognized that

confidence in one’s ability to effect change in outcomes

(i.e., self-efficacy) was a key component of health behavior

change.

Cues to action The HBM posits that a cue, or trigger, is

necessary for prompting engagement in health-related

behaviors (Carpenter, 2010), like ‘social distancing.’ Cues

to action can be internal or external. Internal cues include

physiological cues (e.g., pain, symptoms), while external

cues include events or information from close others, the

media or health care providers promoting engagement in

health-related behaviors like ‘social distancing’ (Janz &

Becker, 1984). The cues need to attain a threshold value to

be efficacious, and the intensity needed to prompt action

varies between individuals, depending on perceived sus-

ceptibility, seriousness, benefits and barriers (Rosenstock,

1974).

Protection Motivation Theory (PMT)

Protection motivation theory originated from the work of

Richard Lazarus, on how people behave and cope during

stressful situations (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). In a cog-

nitive approach to explaining coping with stress, Lazarus

opine that people differ in their sensitivity and vulnerability

to certain types of events, as well as in their interpretations

and reactions (Monat & Lazarus, 1991). The PMT proposes

that people protect themselves from infectious diseases,

based on four factors; perceived severity of a threatening

event, the perceived probability of the occurrence or vul-

nerability, the efficacy of recommended preventive

behavior and perceived self-efficacy (Rogers, 1975). These

four are reduced into two appraisal systems; the threat

appraisal and the coping appraisal. The threat appraisal

assesses the severity of the situation, like COVID-19, and

examines how serious the situation is, while the coping

appraisal is how a person responds to the situation, like

engaging in ‘social distancing.’

The threat appraisal process consists of both the severity

and vulnerability of the pandemic. It focuses on the source

of the threat, like contacts with infected persons, and fac-

tors that increase or decrease likelihood of maladaptive

behaviors (Plotnikoff & Trinh, 2010), like not complying

with the ‘social distancing’ rule. Severity refers to the

degree of harm from the unhealthy behavior (non-compli-

ance to ‘social distancing’), while vulnerability is the

probability that one will experience harm (coronavirus

infection). Another aspect of the threat appraisal is the

positive aspects of starting or continuing the unhealthy

behavior, referred to as rewards. The theory explains that to

calculate the amount of threat experienced, take the com-

bination of both the perceived severity and vulnerability

and then subtract the rewards.

The coping appraisal consists of both efficacy and self-

efficacy. Efficacy is the individual’s expectancy that car-

rying out preventive recommendations, like ‘social dis-

tancing,’ can remove the threat, while self-efficacy is the

belief in one’s ability to execute the recommended courses

of action successfully (Rogers, 1983). The coping appraisal

consists of the response efficacy, self-efficacy and the

response costs. Response efficacy is the effectiveness of the

recommended behavior in removing or preventing possible

harm. Response efficacy concerns beliefs that adopting a

particular behavioral response will be effective in reducing

the disease’s threat, while self-efficacy is the belief that one

can successfully perform the coping response (Van der
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velde & van der Plight, 1991). The response costs are the

costs associated with the recommended behavior. The

coping appraisal process focuses on the adaptive responses

and a person’s ability to cope with and avert the threat. The

coping appraisal is, thus, the sum of the response efficacy

and self-efficacy appraisals, minus any physical or psy-

chological ‘‘costs’’ of adopting the recommended preven-

tive response (Rogers, 1975).

The Extended Parallel Process Model (EPPM)

The extended parallel process model (EPPM) is a frame-

work developed to predict how individuals will react when

confronted with fear-inducing stimuli, like the coronavirus.

EPPM is based on Leventhal’s danger control/fear control

framework and on Roger’s protection motivation theory

(Witte, 1992). The EPPM identifies four key factors

essential in predicting outcome of communications

involving a fear appeal. First, self-efficacy which is the

perception an individual has of being competent to perform

the tasks needed to control the risk, like being competent to

execute ‘social distancing’ to prevent the coronavirus

spread. Second, response efficacy which is the perception

an individual has that the action, if carried out, will suc-

cessfully control the risk, like carrying out ‘social dis-

tancing’ to control the coronavirus. Third, susceptibility

which relates to the perception an individual has of how

likely the threat would make impact. Fourth, severity

which is the perception the individual has of the magnitude

of the threat.

Precaution Adoption Process Model (PAPM)

The precaution adoption process model (PAPM) is a psy-

chologically focused model that is most useful in describ-

ing how a person comes to a new decision, like that of

social distancing, and how that person can take the decision

and make it become an action (Weinstein & Sandman,

2002). The PAPM model describes behavior change as

dynamic and that changes occur over time through the

process of adoption (Elliot et al., 2007). In the PAPM

model, there are seven stages of behavioral change adop-

tion (Weinstein & Sandman, 2002):

1. A person is entirely unaware of some issues, like

COVID-19.

2. The person becomes aware but still does not take it as a

problem.

3. The person becomes aware and starts engaging in

decision making, like searching for solutions.

4. The person may decide not to take action, like ‘social

distancing’ (the person terminates the PAPM here). On

the alternative, the person re-enters the decision-

making process again.

5. After the decision-making process, the person decides

to accept the fact that there is an issue.

6. After acceptance of the issue, the person then begins a

new behavior (‘social distancing’).

7. The person accepts the behavior and continues to

maintain that behavior over time. This is the stage of

adoption.

A Proposed Conceptual Model for Social
Distancing in Pandemics

From the theories reviewed thus far, a social distancing

adoption model (SDAM) for pandemics is proposed in this

presentation, guided by the consumer product decision

process (Ehigie & Babalola, 1995; Ehigie,

2000, 2006a, 2006b) and the innovation change process

model (Ehigie, 2002; Ehigie & McAndrew, 2005). Taking

a consumer psychology perspective to understanding the

acceptance or rejection of ‘social distancing,’ the imple-

menter of ‘social distancing’ is considered as a consumer in

this context. A consumer is a person who buys and/or

makes use of a product (Ehigie, 2006b, 2019). A product

could be a good, service, idea, place and anything that

could be presented for others’ consideration for acceptance

and use (Ehigie & Babalola, 1995). In the context of a

pandemic, ‘social distancing’ is an idea presented by health

professionals as a pandemic (COVID-19) preventive

measure, for adoption by people (the consumers) to reduce

its spread. The SDAM explains how ‘social distancing’

could be adopted or not adopted (Fig. 1).

The consumer product decision process is in five phases

(Ehigie, 2006a, 2006b), which include perception of a need

or problem, search for related information, evaluation of

alternatives, decision to buy, and post-decision behavior. In

the innovation change process model (Ehigie, 2002; Ehigie

and McAndrew (2005) , five stages expressed include

creativity, invention, innovation, diffusion and adoption.

Adoption is explained as the acceptance and continuous

use of a product. The activities of creativity, invention and

innovation lead to the development of a new product, and

in this case, it is ‘social distancing.’ Following the diffi-

culty with devising pharmaceutical cure for pandemics,

including COVID-19, ‘social distancing’ evolved, as an

innovation for the novel virus, COVID-19.

By the social distancing adoption model (SDAM), the

process of adopting ‘social distancing’ begins with the

perception of COVID-19 or any pandemic, as a problem or
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not a problem. If it is perceived as a problem, then follows

search for solution, leading to information search. The

possible sources for information are classified as personal,

commercial and public (Ehigie & Babalola, 1995; Ehigie,

2006a). Personal sources include family, friends, neighbors

and acquaintances; commercial sources include advertise-

ments for personal protective equipment (PPE), fumigation

materials and safety precaution materials; public sources

include professional and government gazettes. All these are

the probable sources for diffusion (Ehigie & McAndrew,

2005) or spread of information on pandemic preventive

measures (e,g., ‘social distancing,’ hand washing, use of

face mask and sanitizers, etc.), gaining knowledge of non-

pharmaceutical cure or vaccines for COVID-19.

The third phase is the evaluation of the alternative

preventive measures outlined by WHO, based on infor-

mation received and processed. The first three phases could

be influenced by intervening variables, referred to as

modifying variables in the HBM. Certain demographic,

psychological and structural variables could influence the

perception of COVID-19 as a problem or not a problem,

influence the sources and type of information sought, and

interpretation of information received; leading to accep-

tance, continuity or discontinuity of a pandemic preventive

measure (‘social distancing’).

The fourth phase is the acceptance of any of the pre-

ventive measures (e.g., ‘social distancing’) as adequate

solution to the earlier perceived problem and implementing

its guidelines; this is the adoption phase. Adoption could be

influenced by self-efficacy and cues to behavior, as

advanced in HBM, PMT and EPPM. The fifth phase is the

post-adoption experience, where there is evaluation of the

decision made, in terms of weighing the gains and possible

loss following. This is similitude to ‘perceived benefits’

coined in HBM or ‘response cost’ captured in PMT. The

outcome will determine loyalty or disloyalty (Ehigie,

1995, 2000; Ehigie et al., 2015) to ‘social distancing.’

There is loyalty to ‘social distancing’ and continuous

implementation where the implementer (consumer) expe-

riences cognitive consonance, based on Festinger’s theory

of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957). Cognitive dis-

sonance could result in disloyalty in implementing ‘social

distancing’ due to variables like the intervening variables

explained in HBM.

Application of the Theories and Model to ‘Social
Distancing’ among Africans

The health belief model (HBM) and the protection moti-

vation theory (PMT) are very much similar in approach. In

relation to ‘social distancing,’ as a health-related preven-

tive behavior for COVID-19 pandemic and other pan-

demics, both agree on many terms. HBM argues that the

adoption of ‘social distancing’ for combating the spread of

the coronavirus is a function of a person’s belief in the

personal threat of the virus, and belief in the effectiveness

of ‘social distancing’ in the combat. These are expressed in

the PMT as two appraisals of the pandemic situation, which

are the threat appraisal and the coping appraisal. The fac-

tors accounting for these appraisals are lump together as

modifying variables influencing the first three stages in

SDAM. It implies that a person’s belief in the threat of

COVID-19 pandemic and belief in ‘social distancing’ as a

control measure could predict adoption or non-adoption of

the measure, as explained in the PAPM and SDAM.

From the components of the HBM and PTM theories,

the idea of perceived susceptibility suggests that an African

would subjectively perceive low risk in getting infected of

the coronavirus. The self-efficacy of the Africans seems

high, in terms of their subjective perception of the risk of

acquiring the disease. By their cultural and religious ori-

entations, the average African scarcely sees self as sus-

ceptible to any disease, especially the coronavirus that is

perceived as ‘foreign disease.’ At its advent in Africa, it

was believed to be an imported disease of and for ‘the

Fig. 1 Social Distancing Adoption Model for Pandemics
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rich,’ because those infected were majorly travelers from

abroad and their associates. Although it has now spread

down the socio-economic ladder in Africa, but when a

person is not infected with the disease, the risk perception

level of acquiring the illness is low. Moreover, there is a

common saying among Africans that ‘disease does not kill

a black man.’ Above all, the availability of herbs and belief

in religious activities like prayers, fasting and miracles

encourage a downplay of the pandemic nature of the

coronavirus, thus predisposing many Africans to the dis-

ease and increasing vulnerability.

The perceived severity of the coronavirus is another

challenge in vulnerability of Africans to the disease. This

could be observed in the attitude of some Africans toward

the corpse of some who died of the virus; there was no

observance of distancing, and corpses were carried with

bare hands. Some possible intervening variables, expressed

in the SDAM, that could explain low perceived severity of

COVID-19 by Africans are religion and education. Some

religious teachings profess that death is inevitable and

could come whenever the Almighty wishes; not a factor of

preventive measures. The poor educational background of

majority of the Africans denies them access to information,

where available the poverty level divest accessibility, and

with less checks on information sources many false infor-

mation are disseminated. These lead to wrong perception of

COVID-19 pandemic as a problem, thus, undermining the

severity of the coronavirus and low submission to ‘social

distancing.’

Perceived benefits from ‘social distancing,’ weighed

with consequences of the action as perceived barriers, are

additional factors for vulnerability of the Africans to the

coronavirus. ‘Social distancing’ is assessed by Africans by

the perceived benefits and accruing loss from the action. A

situation where people are deprived of social gatherings

that characterize celebrations like birthday, wedding, burial

and the likes, an African would not be disposed to

accepting such measures as realistic in curbing a disease.

The poor economic situation faced by most Africans pre-

disposed them to more abject poverty with the pandemic

‘social distancing,’ especially as many are engaged in blue-

collar jobs and petty trades that call for frequent social

interaction. On the positive aspect, ‘social distancing’

could result increased sense of well-being from time spent

with family or the ability to focus on self-care, and a

greater sense of altruism as individuals learn to view social

distancing as a way to protect others from illness and harm.

But weighing the two sides of the coin of social distancing,

the negative aspects may carry more weight for the Afri-

can, especially with loss of income, hence, possible

increased vulnerability to the corona virus.

To the entire globe, the COVID-19 pandemic is novel

and the idea of ‘social distancing’ is as well novel; hence,

everything associated with COVID-19 pandemic is an

innovation. In the innovation change process (Ehigie,

2002; Ehigie & McAndrew, 2005) and the SDAM, diffu-

sion is considered important, involving activities in getting

an innovation adopted. Diffusion is the process of getting

the innovation to the end-users. Although there is intensive

effort to diffuse the idea of ‘social distancing’ within the

African continent, especially through the social media, but

there is several polluted information that would not make

the recipient well equipped for adoption to take place.

Moreover, the information is limited to the educated and

those financially stable. The low educational and poverty

level of many Africans hinder access to information and

limit the diffusion of information for adoption of ‘social

distancing’ idea.

The adoption of ‘social distancing’ is as well hindered

by the African belief system, as expressed in the HBM,

PMT and SDAM, based on the African myths. The idea

that a pandemic, like COVID-19, is transmissible through

social contacts is difficult to comprehend by the average

African. By the African myths, what are accepted as con-

tagious are ailments like mental illness, epilepsy and the

likes. Adewuya and Makanjuola (2005) reported that social

distances toward the mentally ill people were higher among

African participants than these from the western culture.

Causes of distancing include perceived supernatural cau-

sation and ‘dangerousness’ stereotype of the mentally ill

(Adewuya & Makanjuola, 2008).

Epilepsy also remains a stigmatized disease, especially

in sub-Saharan Africa. This stigmatization stems from the

fact that the traditional African belief views epilepsy as a

spiritual disease (Ekeh & Ekrikpo, 2015). McQueen &

Swartz (1995) assert that in Africa, epilepsy may be

attributed to spirit possession or transgression of ancestral

taboos; hence, social distance is encouraged. In central

Ethiopia, 45% of those interviewed believed epilepsy could

be transmitted by physical contact at the time of the attack,

and three-quarters would not allow a family member to

marry a patient with epilepsy and would not employ such a

person (Tekle-Haimanot et al., 1991). Africans have the

beliefs that epilepsy is a contagious disease transmitted by

insects and/or saliva and/or by touching a person during

seizures (Dolo et al., 2018). By these myths, traditionally,

what Africans consider as contagious is different from what

the medics consider as contagious and named ‘pandemics.’

Invariably, these could make the average African vulner-

able to the coronavirus, as compliance guidelines to ‘social

distancing’ would not be in effect.

The idea of ‘social distancing’ being a preventive

measure and not a cure is another possible challenge to the

Africans. If it is a curative measure, it could easily be

tested and the potency confirmed, leading to adoption. By

the SDAM, adoption supervenes where a decision proffers
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solution to the problem identified. A situation where ‘social

distancing’ is not a cure for the disease but a ‘mere’ pre-

ventive measure, adoption by Africans would be chal-

lenging. The African communal or collective pattern of

living makes ‘social distancing’ novel and anti-cultural.

Conclusion

The perception of an entity would determine the attitude

and behavior towards it. After 118,000 positive cases of

COVID-19 across 114 countries, it was clear that the

coronavirus has surpassed the definition of an epidemic,

and hence, the WHO (2020) labeled it as a pandemic. Due

to the challenge of curtailing pandemics, especially where

pharmaceutical interventions are not insight, behavioral

change patterns have been used successfully, among which

is ‘social distancing.’ Although social distancing is not a

novel behavioral concept in Africa, but there is difference

between the public health professionals’ view of social

distancing and the African view of social distancing. While

the public health professionals recommend social distanc-

ing for pandemics, because of its contagious nature, his-

torically the Africans recommend social distancing for

certain ailments that are culturally considered as conta-

gious, though not contagious. These are plausible reasons

why ‘social distancing’ as used in modern medicine might

be a challenge for implementation in Africa, thus,

increasing the vulnerability of Africans to the COVID-19

pandemic.
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